
ELEGANT, 
METICULOUSLY CONSTRUCTED

DELIBERATELY



Evoking the upscale neighborhood nestled in 
the hills of California, Brentwood Hills Collection 
adds a mood of affluence accustomed to this 
region. European White Oak 7 1/2 inch planks 
undergo a sophisticated dual hand process which 
emphasizes a striking grain pattern accentuating 
each plank’s natural character. Showcase your 
space with bold wide planks, varying in lengths of 
up to an astonishing 72 inches long. 

Delight in the beauty of the 
decadent floors from 

Brentwood Hills Collection 
aged to perfection!
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Brentwood Hill
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Color | Melrose



Canon
As luminous as the long sandy shores of Canon Beach these varying driftwood tones 
mirrors its muse. 
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Brentwood Hill Color | Canon



Oxnard
Like the dark sands of Silver Strand Beach, Oxnard showcases shadowy tones 
reminiscent of this seaside city. 

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Oxnard



Pasadena
Embody the Victorian and Art Deco architecture of Pasadena’s boutique town.

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Pasadena



Ivy Point
Let the grains in our Ivy Point floors wash through your home like waves of the city of 
Oceanside. 

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Ivy Point



Westwood
Our luminous Westwood floors will lighten up your home like the solid white beacon 
of history the Fox Theather gave the Village of Westwood, California.  

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Westwood



Hawthorne
Explore the rustic hues reminiscent of Hawthorn’s Southern California city.

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Hawthorne



Monterey
Evoke the modern rocky tones of Monterey’s rugged coastline city into your home. 

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Monterey



Santa Monica
Bring lively color tones into your home inspired by the coastal beach of Santa Monica 
west of downtown LA. 

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Monterey



Selected styles are thermal treated to 
achieve the deep rich color visuals. Wood 
is a natural product and each plank will 
react differently to this process resulting 
in color variations. This kind of variation 
helps display the true wood characters 
and is one of the most desired attributes 
in hardwood flooring. 

Every plank has been processed not 
once but twice by the hands of our 
skilled Craftsmen. Along with the thermal 
treatment process you get a floor that 
has a range of colors instead of one that 
is monotone. These colors are so vibrant 
they will bring life to any room regardless 
of where the floor is installed. Each style 
is labeled with one of the ratings below to 
help you select the perfect flooring that fits 
you design style. 

Substantial Color VariationV4
DUAL  Hand Process

RICH TONE COLORS

DIFFERENCES
You Can See & Feel
A subtle artistic touch has been added to enhance 
the inherent wood patterns. Every 
plank comes together to bring you a 
floor that looks naturally stylish.

9 coats of Treffert High Performance 
Urethane Finish have been applied 
to each plank to protect all this beauty. This 
durable finish effectively protects your floor and 
will make it look and feel like new, even after 
many years of use.

*For staple installations, please refer to the installation addendum for details on glue assist spread recommendations.

5/8” x 7-1/2” x 72” RL

High Performance Treffert Urethane 

Balanced Cross Dimensional Multi-ply

Character

Tongue & Groove

Glue | Float | Staple* (Glue Assist)  

Engineered

Floor & Wall Panels

23.5 sqft/ctn

SIZE
FINISH
CORE

GRADE
PROFILE

INSTALLATION 
CONSTRUCTION

APPLICATIONS
PACKAGING

CARB II
compliant

Substantial Color VariationV4

Brentwood Hill
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Color | Santa Monica



Substantial Color VariationV4Substantial Color VariationV4
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Color | Ivy PointColor | Canon



Substantial Color VariationV4 Substantial Color VariationV4
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Color | Melrose Color | Monterey



Substantial Color VariationV4 Substantial Color VariationV4
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Color | Oxnard Color | Westwood



Substantial Color VariationV4 Substantial Color VariationV4
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Color | Hawthorne Color | Pasadena



Images and actual hardwood floor samples are intended as visual guides and not as the exact representation of the hardwood floors. Wood is a natural 
material containing distinctive differences in color, texture and grain. Knots & mineral streaks may not be present on every plank. Furthermore, sheen or 
gloss level and the overall appearance of the floor may look different when viewed at various angles and lighting conditions. Before you install any floor-
ing product, we recommend that you rack out a box or two to verify that the product you have ordered is within the acceptable color range and fits your 
design style. Color variation ratings serve only as guides. Color and grade of all natural products must be inspected and approved by the consumer 
prior to installation. Any flooring installed will be considered acceptable and no claims will be valid based on visible appearance after installation.
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Images and actual hardwood floor samples are intended as visual guides and not as the exact representation of the hardwood floors. Wood is a natural 
material containing distinctive differences in color, texture and grain. Knots & mineral streaks may not be present on every plank. Furthermore, sheen or 
gloss level and the overall appearance of the floor may look different when viewed at various angles and lighting conditions. Before you install any flooring 
product, we recommend that you rack out a box or two to verify that the product you have ordered is within the acceptable color range and fits your de-
sign style. Color variation ratings serve only as guides. Color and grade of all natural products must be inspected and approved by the consumer prior to 
installation. Any flooring installed will be considered acceptable and no claims will be valid based on visible appearance after installation.
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